IC CAE Grant Receiving Institutions

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey *
Borough of Manhattan Community College *
New Jersey City University *
City College of New York *

Saint Louis University
Harris Stowe State University *
Lincoln University *

Syracuse University
CUNY-CCNY/Grove School of Engineering *
CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal Justice *
Norfolk State University *
Wells College

University of Arizona *
Eastern Arizona College
Estrella Mountain Community College *

University of Central Florida *
Seminole State College *
Daytona State College

University of Kansas
Dodge City Community College *
Garden City Community College *
Kansas City Kansas Community College
Seward County Community College *

University of New Hampshire
College of Mount Saint Vincent *
Howard University *
Northern Essex Community College *
University of Massachusetts Lowell *

University of North Carolina in Charlotte
Johnson C. Smith University *
South Carolina State University *
Winston Salem State University *

University of Oklahoma – Norman *
Cameron University
College of the Muscogee Nation *
Langston University *

University of Southern California *
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University *
San Jose State University *
Santa Monica College *

Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
Danville Community College
Morehouse College *

Contact Info
iccae@dni.gov
dni.gov/ICCAE

* Denotes a Minority Serving Institution (MSI)
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IC CAE Legacy Institutions

A legacy institution is defined as any IC CAE Program that continues to meet criteria as defined in the Funding Opportunity Announcement on institutional diversity, program management, event management, faculty development, and curriculum after it has completed its grant period of performance; with the strategic intent to create a diverse, skilled, and knowledgeable scholar ready for hire in the Intelligence Community.

California State University- Fullerton *
California State University- Long Beach *
California State University- San Bernadino
Chicago State University *
Duke University *
Eastern Kentucky University
Elizabeth City State University *
Florida International University *
Broward College *
Florida Memorial University *
Miami Dade College *
Kentucky State University *
Miles College *
North Carolina Central University *
North Carolina State University
Palo Alto Community College *
Penn State University
Texas A&M University of San Antonio *
Texas State University *
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Tuskegee University *
Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical University *
University of Mississippi
University of Nebraska- Lincoln
University of Nebraska- Omaha
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill *
University of New Mexico *
UNM Gallup *
UNM Los Alamos *
UNM Valencia *
New Mexico Highlands University *
San Juan College *
Northern New Mexico College *
Navajo Technical University *
University of South Florida
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
University of the Incarnate Word *
University of Alabama in Huntsville and University of New Mexico entered into legacy status on September 28, 2021. Both schools entered into legacy status with their consortium members.

Contact Info
iccae@dni.gov
dni.gov/ICCAE

* Denotes a Minority Serving Institution (MSI)